This paper investigates the overadaptation problem in current adaptive sliding mode control (ASMC) for rigid spacecraft attitude maneuvers. The inertia matrix uncertainty and external disturbance are taken into account, and an adaptive scheme is employed for the switching gain calculation. A detailed analysis of existing ASMC design reveals the fact that the switching gain would be overestimated if the ASMC algorithm is developed in the framework of conventional sliding mode control (SMC), owing to the unrelated adaptation caused by initial tracking error. The global sliding mode concept of integral sliding mode control (ISMC) is exploited to solve such a problem. The advantages of the proposed strategy are twofold. First, a much smaller switching gain is generated as compared to conventional ASMC. Second, the resulting small switching gain would not slow down the system response. The advantages of the proposed strategy are verified by both theoretical analysis and simulation results.
Introduction
Considering the facts that the governing equations for attitude motion are highly nonlinear and the spacecraft commonly operates in the presence of various external disturbances and parametric uncertainties, robust nonlinear control approaches are preferred over linear control methods to achieve the desired performance. Among prevalent nonlinear control techniques, sliding mode control (SMC) is recognized as a powerful but easy-to-implement design tool for uncertain nonlinear systems, owing to its excellent properties such as disturbance rejection, insensitivity to parameter variation, and finite-time response. Applying SMC to spacecraft attitude regulation and tracking problems has been thoroughly studied in the past two decades [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
In order to obtain attitude controllers via SMC, two major parameters should be determined, that is, the sliding function gain and the switching gain. On the one hand, the sliding function gain is directly related to the sliding function dynamics, where all the specifications to achieve the required system performance should be taken into account. To obtain the SMC algorithm for attitude regulation, an optimal control problem was solved to synthesize the sliding function gain in [1] , where a quadratic performance index constructed by quaternion and angular velocity was minimized. Such an optimal sliding function was described as a linear function of attitude parameter and angular velocity. Until now, most SMC algorithms for attitude control are still based on such a kind of linear sliding function for its optimization and easy implementation, as suggested in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, as discussed in [10] , independent response for each attitude parameter component could not be realized by those linear sliding functions for the failure in accounting for the nonlinearity in attitude kinematics. Hence, nonlinear sliding functions exploiting the characteristics in attitude kinematics are studied to achieve a decoupled attitude parameter response; see, for example [10] [11] [12] .
On the other hand, the switching gain selection is a challenging issue. In the sense of guaranteeing the system stability, the switching gain should be chosen at least larger than the upper bound on the lumped uncertainty (the combined effect caused by parametric uncertainty and external disturbance) to satisfy the so-called reaching condition. Hence, most SMCbased attitude control laws assume that the upper bound is available in advance for the switching gain tuning [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Nonetheless, in many practical situations, such an upper bound may not be easily obtained due to the complexity and unpredictability of the lumped uncertainty. As a result, techniques removing the requirement of a prior knowledge of the upper bound are investigated. One way is using the disturbance observer (DOB) approach, as suggested in [15] [16] [17] . In [15] , the DOB was utilized to improve the control accuracy when the boundary layer technique was employed to soften the chattering. In [16] , the lumped uncertainty was assumed to be generated by a linear exogenous system, and a DOB was then designed. However, such an assumption may be hard to satisfy. Moreover, as pointed out in [17] , one possible problem in those DOB-based SMC algorithms is the system stability analysis under composite controller, and also a conservative switching gain is needed to complete the controller design. The other effective approach is integrating adaptive strategy into SMC design, known as the adaptive sliding mode control (ASMC) technique in the literature [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The main idea of ASMC design lies in the fact that the switching gain can be adjusted by the departure from the sliding surface, and the upper bound on the lumped uncertainty is not required to be known in advance. Compared to the DOB-based SMC design, ASMC is simple to implement and involves straightforward tuning, which has been successfully applied to the attitude control problem [9, 23, 24] .
One problem in ASMC technique is the parameter drift phenomenon, where the switching gain will become unbounded if the sliding function is not identically equal to zero in practical applications. Fortunately, with the development of adaptive control theory, various solutions have been proposed to solve such a problem, such as themodification, -modification, and the dead zone method [25] , which can be directly applied to the ASMC design. However, there is another problem in existing ASMC design which has not been fully addressed, that is, the overadaptation problem, where the switching gain is unnecessarily large with respect to the actual bound on the lumped uncertainty even if no parameter drift exists. As the chattering level is proportional to the switching gain in discontinuous ASMC laws, the overadaptation problem will lead to a serious chattering phenomenon. While for the ASMC algorithms using continuous approximation techniques such as the boundary layer method, an overestimated switching gain may induce undesired large-amplitude jump in control signal.
In this paper, we aim to address the overadaptation problem by focusing on the attitude tracking control problem of a rigid spacecraft involving inertia matrix uncertainty and external disturbance. However, the proposed strategy can be easily extended to the more general nonlinear systems with bounded uncertain parameters as studied in [22] . The main contribution of this paper is that the switching gain generated by the proposed ASMC algorithm is more close to the actual one. Hence, a lower-chattering control signal will be produced by the discontinuous ASMC law, and the large-amplitude control jump will not exist for the continuous counterpart. The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the attitude tracking control problem and introduces some preliminaries about current ASMC design. Section 3 analyzes the underlying reason for the overadaptation problem and presents the main result. Section 4 verifies the validity of the proposed strategies by comparing with current ASMC algorithm in a numerical simulation. Section 5 concludes this paper.
Preliminaries

Problem Statement.
Three coordinate frames will be used in this paper, which are the body fixed frame F , the inertial reference frame F , and the desired frames F . Unless otherwise specified, all the vector quantities are expressed in their corresponding frames, which accords with practical situations. It is assumed that the attitude parameter and the angular velocity measurements are available in the feedback controller design and the actuator dynamics is neglected.
Consider a thruster-controlled rigid spacecraft whose attitude dynamics and kinematics are described by the following equations [11] :̇+
where ∈ R 3×3 is the inertia matrix of the spacecraft, ∈ R 3 is the angular velocity of F with respect to F , the superscript (⋅)
× is the skew-symmetric matrix operator on any
∈ R 3 and ∈ R 3 are the vectors of control torque provided by the thrusters and external disturbance, respectively. ∈ R 3 denotes the modified Rodrigues parameter (MRP) representation for the attitude of F with respect to F . And :
is the corresponding Jacobian matrix such that
where 3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix and ‖ ⋅ ‖ is the vector 2-norm. Moreover,
. With respect to attitude tracking, denote the attitude variables of F with respect to F as ∈ R 3 and ∈ R 3 . Then, the MRP error, ∈ R 3 , is defined as
Here, ⊕ is the MRP product operator, characterizing the successive rotations. For two MRPs expressed in their corresponding frames, for example, 1 and 2 , it is calculated as follows:
And the superscript (⋅) * denotes the complex conjugate of MRP and * = − .
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Furthermore, the angular velocity error, ∈ R 3 , is defined as
where (⋅) : R 3 → R 3×3 is the rotation matrix. Take for example, one has
Then, the dynamics and kinematics in terms of attitude error variables are described aṡ
For clarity, the related arguments will be ignored in the following content, for example, ( ), ( ), and ( ) will be denoted by , , and , respectively. Furthermore, the uncertainty on the inertia matrix is taken into account, where =̂+ Δ witĥ= diag(̂1,̂2,̂3) the nominal inertia matrix and Δ the uncertainty caused by the changing in mass properties. Then, (9) is rewritten aŝ̇=
3 stands for the lumped uncertainty. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that ‖ ‖ ∞ < max with ‖ ⋅ ‖ ∞ the vector infinity-norm and max is an unknown positive constant.
The control objective is summarized as follows: synthesize a robust attitude controller in the ASMC framework such that the system states in (10) can be stabilized without a prior knowledge of max . Moreover, the switching gain generated by the ASMC algorithm should be as small as possible without affecting the system stability.
Current ASMC Design.
In this subsection, current ASMC design will be briefly reviewed and applied to the control problem under consideration. According to the ASMC design principle in [19] , a proper sliding function ∈ R 3 is firstly defined as
where
is the sliding function gain matrix with its elements > 0 ( = 1, 2, 3). As usual in the SMC technique, the SMC-based attitude control law takes the form of = eq + sw , where eq is the equivalent control component derived froṁ= 0 (or from̂̇= 0 actually) in the absence of the lumped uncertainty and sw is the discontinuous switching control part dealing with the lumped uncertainty. Then, it is easy to obtain the following SMC-based attitude controller by choosing the Lyapunov function as =̂/2:
is the switching gain matrix with its elements ( = 1, 2, 3) at least larger than max to guarantee the stability.
When max is unavailable in advance, the ASMC technique can be employed by producing a negative derivative of the following enhanced Lyapunov function [19] :
wherẽ=̂− max is the estimation error witĥthe estimation of max and > 0 is the adaptive gain. Then, the ASMC-based attitude control law can be obtained by simply replacing the switching gain matrix Γ witĥas
Remark 1. By inspecting the relationship between the Jacobian matrix and the MRP error and using the fact that
then, one has
which implies that the ASMC algorithm in (14) can be constructed without a complex differential calculus.
Main Results
Overadaptation Problem in Current ASMC Design.
From (15), one can conclude that the philosophy of the ASMC technique lies in adjusting the switching gain according to the departure from the sliding surface, which is characterized by the 1-norm of the sliding function. In order to give a better estimation of the upper bound on the lumped uncertainty, it is desired that the sliding surface departure is totally or at least mainly induced by the lumped uncertainty. However, due to the fact that the integral action starts at the very beginning of the control action, it is obvious that the departure caused by any factors will result in an increase of the switching gain. Furthermore, using the two-stage phase trajectory concept in SMC, one can divide the switching gain adaptation into two parts, that is,̂=
with the arrival time at the sliding surface. Equation (18) indicates that the adaptation process also includes two parts, the reaching phase adaptation and the sliding phase adaptation. It is very important to note that the sliding surface departure in the reaching phase is mainly caused by the initial system error but not the lumped uncertainty. Hence, with the existence of such an unrelated adaptation, the switching gain is undoubtedly overestimated, which is the underlying reason for the overadaptation problem in current ASMC design and has not been fully addressed in the literature.
ASMC Design without Switching Gain Overadaptation.
The overadaptation problem may consequently lead to deteriorations in system performance. As is well known, the chattering level of discontinuous SMC laws is proportional to the switching gain. Therefore, systems employing current ASMC design may present a serious chattering phenomenon in control signal. On the other hand, when continuous approximation technique, for example, the boundary layer method, is used to soften the chattering phenomenon, there will be an undesirable large-amplitude jump in control signal when the system states are changing inside the boundary layer. Hence, in this subsection, such a problem will be addressed by exploiting the global sliding mode feature of integral sliding mode control (ISMC) technique for the ASMC algorithm derivation. Before moving on, an ISMC-based attitude controller is presented to demonstrate the motivation of the ASMC design without switching gain overadaptation.
First, a nominal feedback control law is put forward for the following nominal attitude tracking system in the absence of the lumped uncertainty:̇=
where ∈ R 3×3 stands for the nominal control, which is selected as
with > 0 and > 0.
Consider the Lyapunov candidate function as
By taking the time derivative of the Lyapunov function and substituting the nominal control law, one haṡ
where the fact = has been used. According to Barbalat lemma, one has lim → ∞ = 0. By substituting the nominal control law into the error attitude dynamics, one can conclude lim → ∞ = 0. Therefore, the nominal system is asymptotically stable. Moreover, the system response is governed by the following equation:
By taking the second order derivative of , the following classical second order system can be obtained:
which is convenient for selecting and to achieve the desired performance.
Then, a proper sliding function should be established to make the equivalent control component of the ISMC law same as the predefined nominal controller in (20) . To this end, define the integral sliding function ∈ R 3 as
Here ( ) ∈ R 3 is selected as the conventional sliding function defined in (11) , which can be replaced by any proper functions.
∈ R 3 is the integral term to be determined. Considering the fact that the equivalent control component is derived froṁ= 0, one can select the Lyapunov candidate function as
Taking the time derivative of the Lyapunov function yieldṡ
It is natural to choosė=
and sw = −Γ sgn( ), where the switching gain matrix Γ is the same as that in (12) . Hence, the ISMC-based attitude controller is presented as
Following the same line of conventional SMC, one can conclude that the sliding mode will start in finite time, that is, = 0 for ∈ [ , ∞). When = 0,̇= 0 also holds, which indicateṡ= − − . Then, the stability analysis can be completed by choosing the Lyapunov function same as (21) .
Moreover, a useful lemma can be obtained as stated in the following.
Lemma 2. For the attitude tracking system described by (10), by defining the integral sliding function as (25) and adopting the ISMC law in (28), a global sliding mode will be achieved if the initial value of is selected as (0) = − (0).
Proof. The condition (0) = − (0) guarantees that the initial value of the integral sliding function is zero, that is, (0) = 0. Hence, the initial value of the Lyapunov function in (26) is also zero. From the foregoing derivations, a negative definite derivative of the Lyapunov function can be produced by the ISMC algorithm in (28). Then, one has ≤ (0) = 0. According to the definition of the positive definite Lyapunov function, that is, ≥ 0, one can easily conclude that ≡ 0, which indicates that ≡ 0 for for all ∈ [0, ∞).
Lemma 2 shows the excellent feature of the ISMC technique, which indicates that the ISMC cannot only guarantee the asymptotic stability of the entire system but also can keep the system states moving on the sliding surface throughout the control action. Such a feature directly implies an improvement of the robustness against matched model uncertainty and external disturbance. Moreover, the system performance can also be enhanced, as the nominal controller is responsible for the system response. The related phase trajectory of ISMC is illustrated in Figure 1 , and the corresponding 1-norm of the sliding function response is shown in Figure 2 , as compared with conventional SMC.
From Figure 1 , one can clearly see that the reaching phase in conventional SMC is eliminated in ISMC and the system states are constrained on the sliding surface all the time. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2 , it is obvious that the 1-norm of the sliding function characterizing the sliding surface departure is significantly reduced as compared with conventional SMC. Under the assumption of ideal sliding mode, there will be no departure from the sliding surface in ISMC. Therefore, if the ASMC algorithm is developed based on the ISMC technique, the unrelated sliding surface departure induced by the initial tracking error would be removed, and consequently a more accurate estimation of the switching gain can be generated, which is the motivation of the ASMC design without switching gain overadaptation. 
Then, one can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.
For the attitude tracking system described by (10) , by defining the integral sliding function as (25) and utilizing the ISMC-based ASMC algorithm in (29) and (30), the integral sliding function is asymptotically stable, that is, lim → ∞ = 0.
Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function as
By taking the time derivative of the above Lyapunov function along closed-loop system trajectory, one haṡ 
Taking the limits as → ∞ gives
According to Barbalat lemma, one has
Considering the fact that ‖ ‖ ∞ < max , the conclusion can be easily obtained.
Furthermore, the asymptotic stability of the entire system can be guaranteed by an alternative intuitive explanation provided for current ASMC design in [26] . According to the adaptive laws in (15) and (30), one can see that the switching gain will keep increasing until the sliding mode occurs. Once the switching gain increases up to a value large enough to suppress the lumped uncertainty, the reaching condition is satisfied and the sliding mode will start in finite time. Consequently, the asymptotic stability of the closedloop system can be ensured.
Remark 4.
According to the preceding design, the influence induced by the initial error is totally removed in the switching gain adaptation. Therefore, the resulting switching gain is much smaller than C-ASMC. As is well known, the arrival time at the sliding surface is inversely proportional to the switching gain in conventional SMC. Therefore, if a small switching gain is chosen, the system response will be slowed down drastically. Whereas, the system performance controlled by I-ASMC is totally governed by the dynamics of nominal system, where the nominal control law determines the response speed rather than the switching gain. Therefore, when a small switching gain is used in the discontinuous control component, the system performance will not be obviously affected if a proper nominal control is selected in the I-ASMC design.
Simulation Results
In this section, a numerical simulation is employed to test the validity of the proposed strategy. Current ASMC algorithm in (14) and (15) and the ISMC-based ASMC algorithm in (29) and (30) will be applied to the control problem under consideration and are, respectively, referred to as C-ASMC and I-ASMC for clarity.
The nominal inertia matrix used for the controllers iŝ= diag(950, 600, 360), and the uncertainty on the inertia matrix is about 10% of the nominal value. The external disturbance is To begin with, simulation test is conducted using discontinuous ASMC laws, where the simulation sample time is set to 0.001 (sec) to approximately achieve the ideal sliding mode. The simulation results are shown in Figures 3-8 , where the superscript (⋅) ( = 1, 2, 3) denotes the triaxial component of related vectors. Figures 3 and 4 depict the attitude tracking evolutions controlled by those two ASMC algorithms, where the comparison of the MRP error responses is shown in Figure 3 improvement is owing to the flexibility of ISMC technique, where the system performance is dominated by the nominal control component. Whereas, in conventional SMC, the system performance in the reaching phase cannot be specified. Figures 5 and 6 show the control torque commands calculated according to those ASMC algorithms, as well as the enlarged diagrams in the steady-state regime. Compared with that computed by C-ASMC in Figure 6 , one can clearly see that the chattering phenomenon was significantly reduced by I-ASMC and a lower-chattering control signal is achieved, which verifies the effectiveness of the chattering suppression ability of the proposed method. Such an advantage can also be validated in Figure 7 , where the switching gain generated by I-ASMC was about 0.95 whilê≈ 13.5 for C-ASMC. Due to the fact that the chattering level is directly related to the switching gain, the significant difference in the control chattering is explained.
Moreover, the sliding function responses in terms of 1-norm are compared in Figure 8 . From Figure 8 , one can see that the sliding function in I-ASMC started from zero then was driven away from zero by the lumped uncertainty, as the switching gain was not large enough to suppress the lumped uncertainty. Along with the increase of the switching gain, the sliding function would converge to zero again. Whereas, the sliding function in C-ASMC possessed a nonzero initial value, which may be very large when a large angle attitude tracking is considered. Based on the philosophy of ASMC design, the switching gain produced by C-ASMC was undoubtedly much bigger than that of I-ASMC, which has been proven in Figure 7 .
Then, for implementation in practice, simulation test is conducted when the boundary layer technique is used to soften the chattering phenomenon. Under this circumstance, the simulation sample time is selected as 0.2 (sec) and the boundary layer thickness is chosen as 0.002. In order to get bounded switching gains, the adaptive laws in (15) and (30) are modified aŝ= where = 0.00001 and can be replaced by in (25) for I-ASMC. As the attitude tracking evolutions are quite similar to the discontinuous case, the comparisons of MRP error, angular velocity error, and sliding function are omitted here. Only the control torque commands generated by those ASMC algorithms after continuous approximation are illustrated in Figure 9 . As seen from Figure 9 , large-amplitude jumps existed in the control signal computed by C-ASMC. Take the 1st axis for example, the control torque command instantaneously increased from −20 (N.m) to 10(N.m) at ≈ 13 (sec), which is undesirable for the actuator servo control system. Such a problem is also caused by the overestimated switching gain when the sliding function is changing within the boundary layer. While for I-ASMC, the control torque command was fairly smooth and is more suitable for engineering applications.
Conclusion
In this paper, the overadaptation problem in current ASMC design has been addressed in the context of attitude control for a rigid spacecraft involving inertia matrix uncertainty and external disturbance. The underlying reason for the overadaptation problem is analyzed by inspecting the switching gain adaptation mechanism. An improved ASMC design principle without switching gain overadaptation is then presented by using the global sliding mode feature of the ISMC technique. The presented method can be directly applied to many other nonlinear systems without any modifications. The validity of the proposed strategy has been proven by both theoretical analysis and simulation results.
